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Abstract

Troshin S.H., Tyurin N.E. Real Part of Amplitude and Hadron Scattering Cross

Section at Superhigh Energies: IHEP Preprint 87-383. - Serpukhov, 3987. -

p. 4, fig. 1, refs.: 10.

New data on measuring the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the for-

ward scattering amplitude: P -( V5V546 GeV) = 0.24+0.04 have been considered.

This result is shown to agree with the behaviour oF
 ff

tot^
e
b predicted by

the U-matrix model. A possibility of transition to antishadow scattering

mode at superhigh energies is stated.

Аннотация
Трошин СМ., Тюрин Н.Е. Действительная часть амплитуды и сечение рассеяния ап-
ронов при сверхвысоких энергиях: Препринт ИФВЭ 87-183,-Серпухов, 1987, - 4 с ,
1 рис., библиогр.: 10.

Рассмотрены новые данные по измерению отношения действительной части ампли-
туды рассеяния вперед к мнимой: р _ (\fs'» 546 ГэВ) = 0.24+.0.04. Показано, что

этот результат согласуется с поведением " t O t ( s ) > которое предсказывает модель

U -матрицы. Рассмотрена возможность перехода при сверхвысоких энергиях к режи-
му антитеневого рассеяния.

(с) Институт физики высоких энергий, 1987.



In the recent measurements of the real to imaginary
part ratio of forward scattering amplitude P(s)=ReF(s,0)/
/ImF(s,0) the following value was obtained/1/

Ppp(V~s"= 546 GeV) = O.24jhO.O4, (1)

which is almost twice larger than those predicted by a
number of models.

In the framework of the approach which uses the ampli-
tude representation through a generalized reaction matrix
F=F[u]/2/, or

f£(s) = up(s)[l-iuf(s)]"
1 (2)

and of the model/3/ describing the data on elastic scat-
tering, the quoted value of p is in agreement with the
ratio of the cross sections 6^(S)/CT .(S) and a rapid
preasymptotic growth of the total cross sections in the
TeV energy range/^/. A rapid growth of the total cross
section is dynamically connected with a power decrease of
the differential cross section for elastic scattering at
large angles/4/.

Indeed when calculatingp (s) with the help of the deri-
vative dispersion relation/^/

2

we obtain p (\ЛГ = 546 GeV) =0.29. In eq. (3) the follo
wing expression is used for a, (s):

tr
t
(s) = 8*/ bdbu(s,b)[l+u(s,b)]"

1
, (4)

о

where the generalized reaction matrix u(s,b) has a facto-

rized form u(s,b)=u(s)x F(b). The function u(s) and F(b)

as well as the values of the parameters are presented in



Note, that in eq. (4) the cross sections for pp and pp
interactions are taken to be equal, which implies the ab-
sence of a contribution, e.g., from odderon/6/. The beha-
viour of p (s) is also connected with the behaviour of the
ratio ^e£(s)/CTt(s) within the framework of the approach
considered, through the following relation

P (s)
dfnu(s)

d£ns
(5)

Fig. 1 illustrates the energy
dependence of ".(s), о ~(s)/

/a
t
(s) and p(s) in this model.

Note, that at asymptotics

= -~£n s,

m

*ee(s)/at(s) . 1 , (6)

Ens

where m is the mass of a con-

stituent quark (m_=*i The

Fig, 1.

curves in fig. 1 have been ob-
tained using the parametriza-
tion of the function u(s,b)
from ref,/3/.

This approach is a unified
method to treat scattering at small and large angles.Here
the rapid growth of the total cross sections turns out to
be connected with a power decrease of the differential
cross sections for elastic scattering at large angles

2AN+3

dt
(7)

where N is the total number of valence quarks in colliding
hadrons. Expression (7) originates from the dynamics rela-
ted to the hadron interactions at short distances, namely,
by the presence of a branching point in the impact para-
meter complex plane at /3=O ( ̂ 3=b^) and a power growth of
the function u(s)

u(s)~(s X) N. (8)
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In eq. (8), the parameter Л is chosen to be equal to 1/2

in accordance with the cross section behaviour for n-N -

and NN-scattering at large angles.

The characteristics of soft interactions are also con-

nected with dependence (8), which in the case A=1/2 leads

to a rapid preasymptotic growth of the total cross section.

It is this rapid growth of ^ ( s ) is connected with large

values of p . For \fs=1.8 TeV we obtain ̂ ^=96 mb,
 а

е
£/°*.=

=0.34 and 9 =0.33.

2. Nowadays predictions of various models for the
soft processes are being widely discussed in relation with
experiments planned on the future accelerators. In analy-
sing these processes it is of great importance to take
into account the results obtained on the basis of general
principles of theory, such as analyticity and unitarity/^'.

In addition to the rigorous results there are also the
estimates which were obtained under additional assumptions
which are of model nature,really. However, the meaning of
these estimates is often taken to be the same as the mea-
ning of rigorous results, following from general princip-
les. One of such estimates is the Pumplin bound/**' .

0 e £ ( s ) + adiff ( s )^ 2CTt(s)> ( 9 )

where 6^^ff(s) is a diffractive production cross section.

A similar inequality takes places in the impact parameter
representation. Inequality (9) is obtained in the frame-
work of the diffractive eigenamplitudes formalism'9- . In
obtaining this bound an important role is played by the
assumption that the diffractive eigenamplitudes in the
impact parameter representation are less than 1/2, i.e.,
the 'black disk" limit. It is from this assumption rather
than from the unitarity condition, as is often claimed^30/,
there follows inequality (9). One may obtain only an ob-
vious inequality

ae£(s) +

in the case when the bound following from unitarity condi-
tion, is used.

It should be noted that not only in deriving bound (9)
but in a number of models as well, e.g., of eikonal ones,
it is assumed that for partial amplitudes of elastic



scattering physically realized values are \ fp\^J/2 rather
than |f*|^l, which follows from unitarity condition

Imf£(s) = |f?(s)|
2 f ̂ ( s ) . (10)

As a matter of fact in the behaviour of f«(s) there are
two modes: a shadow mode when the growth of inelastic
channels contribution у я (s) results in the rise of bnfg(s),
here j fn(s)|< 1/2 and an antishadow mode, when the growth

of J?g(s) leads to a decrease of Imfj> (s), here 1/2 < | f- |̂  1.

These two modes are realized in a natural way in the gene-

ralized reaction matrix method.

In conclusion we would like to note that the new expe-

rimental data on the о (s)/a
t
(s) and p (s) in hadron elas-

tic scattering imply a possibility of transition to the

antishadow scattering mode at superhigh energies.

Authors express their gratitude to V.A.Petrov for dis-

cussions.
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